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The magnetization process of the S=1/2 three-leg spin tube with an asymmetric exchange interaction in each triangle unit is investigated by the numerical exact diagonalization and the density matrix renormalization group
calculation. It is found that the 1/3 magnetization plateau appears due to two different mechanisms depending on the
asymmetry. The phase diagrams of the 1/3 plateau is presented. In addition some cusp-like anomalies are found in
the magnetization curve.
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I. Introduction 1
The spin nanotube is one of interesting nanomaterials
which are expected to be developed towards some functional
devices in the near future, like the carbon nanotube. Since
the S=1/2 three-leg spin tube [(CuCl2tach・H)3Cl]Cl2 was
synthesized,1) several theoretical works about this systems
have been published.2-11) In our previous theoretical work7)
the spin gap was revealed to be very fragile against the lattice distortion from the regular triangle to the isosceles one,
and the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) quantum
phase transition12,13) was predicted from the gapped to the
gapless phases with respect to such an asymmetry of the
rung exchange interactions.
On the other hand, the numerical exact diagonalization
study indicated the existence of the 1/3 magnetization plateau for sufficiently large regular triangle exchange
interaction.8) Thus it would be also interesting to investigate
the magnetization process of the isosceles triangle spin tube,
particularly how the asymmetry affects the 1/3 plateau. In
this paper, we consider two different mechanisms of the 1/3
plateau and present the phase diagram using the numerical
exact diagonalization analysis. A new phase is revealed to
appear between the two different mechanisms. In addition
some cusp-like anomalies are found by the density matrix
renormalization group (DMRG) approach.14,15)

Fig. 1 Structure of the three-leg asymmetric spin tube (1)
shown in Fig. 1, described by the Hamiltonian
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where S i , j is the spin-1/2 operator and L is the length of

the tube in the leg direction. The exchange interaction constant J1 is for the neighboring spin pairs along the legs, while
Jr and J'r are the rung interaction constants. All the exchange
interactions are supposed to be antiferromagnetic (namely,
positive).
The ratio α=J'r/Jr stands for the degree of the asymmetry
of the rung interactions. We will vary α and J1 to investigate
the quantum phase transitions. Throughout this paper, we fix
Jr to one. The effect of the magnetic fields is incorporated
by adding the Zeeman energy

II. Model
We consider the S=1/2 asymmetric three-leg spin tube,
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Fig. 2 Scaled gaps for L=4, 6 and 8 plotted versus J1 with
fixed J'r/Jr=1
3
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The present model includes three typical models as limiting cases; (a) α=0: the three-leg spin ladder, (b) α=1: the
symmetric spin tube, and (c) α→∞: the single chain plus
rung dimers. Since the system is gapless in the cases (a) and
(c), while gapful in the case (b), at least two quantum phase
transitions should occur with increasing α from 0 to infinity.
As we showed in the previous works,6,10) the one-site trans

lational symmetry along the leg ( S i , j → S i , j +1 ) is
spontaneously broken in the symmetric spin tube at least in
the strong-rung-coupling regime.

III. 1/3 Magnetization Plateau
In order to study the 1/3 magnetization plateau, we calculated the spin excitation gap at m/ms=1/3 (m is the
magnetization and ms is the saturation magnetization),
namely

∆ = E ( M + 1) + E ( M − 1) − 2 E ( M ),

(3)

where E(M) is the lowest energy in the subspace ∑ S iz, j = M
i, j
and M=L/2, using the numerical exact diagonalization.
The
scaled gap LΔ for α=1 is plotted versus J1 for L=4,6 and 8 in
Fig. 2. From the cross point between L=6 and 8, the quantum
critical point is estimated as J1~0.5 between the plateau and
gapless (no plateau) phases.
In comparison with the spin gap at H=0, the 1/3 plateau is
expected to be stable against the asymmetry (α≠1), because
it was also predicted to exist even for the three-leg ladder (α
=0).
At the 1/3 plateau phase close to α=0, the state |↑↓↑›
is expected to be stabilized at each triangle unit, while
|singlet,↑› for the other limit α→∞. We call the two mechanisms of the plateau formation as the udu mechanism and
dimer-monomer mechanism, respectively. Thus the three
phases; the udu plateau, the dimer-monomer plateau and
gapless phases are expected to occur at m/ms=1/3.
Next we consider the boundary between the two different plateau phases. It is expected to appear around α =1 and
J1 < 0.5. The α dependences of the plateau width estimated
VOL. 2, OCTOBER 2011

Fig. 3 α dependence of the plateau width normalized by
the saturation magnetic field Hs calculated by DMRG for
J1=0.1, 0.3 and 0.5
by the DMRG calculation for L=128 for J1=0.1, 0.3, and 0.5
are shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3 indicates clear anomalous increases of the plateau width for J1=0.1 and 0.3. The
anomalous increase region is supposed to be a new phase
between the two plateau phases. In order to examine the
properties of the new phase, the lowest excitation gap within
the M=Ms/3 space, Δ0, with k=π and the odd parity for the
inversion with respect to the center line of the isosceles triangle, is calculated by the numerical diagonalization. We
note that the excitation gap (or magnetization plateau width)
Δ from the M=Ms/3 state to M=Ms/3 ± 1 states is always
finite when α is varied. The scaled excitation gaps LΔ0 for
L=4, 6, and 8 are plotted versus α with fixed J1=0.4 in Fig. 4.
It indicates that the excited state is degenerated with the
ground state around 0.9 ~ α ~ 1.1, which is expected to correspond to the anomalous increase region in Fig. 3. It
suggests that the doubly degenerate state is realized in this
region. In fact our preliminary DMRG calculation shows the
existence of the spontaneous breaking of the translational
and inversion symmetries and the long-range chiral order.

IV. Phase Diagram
The phase boundary of the new plateau phase can be determined by the phenomenological renormalization applied for
the scaled gap LΔ0, using the relation,

( L + 2)∆ 0, L + 2 (α c , L ) = L∆ 0, L (α c , L ),

(4)

where αc,L is the size-dependent fixed point. The fixed points
αc,L for L=6 (dashed lines) are shown in the α-J1 plane of
Fig. 5. The solid line is the plateau-plateauless phase boundary estimated by the phenomenological renormalization for
the scaled gap LΔ. In the phase diagram in Fig. 5, the plateau
1, 2 and 3 correspond to the udu, the dimer-monomer, and
the new plateau phases, respectively. In the present phase
diagram the dashed lines are the second-order boundaries,
while the solid curves are expected to be of the BKT tran-
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Fig. 4 Scaled gaps LΔ0for L=4, 6 and 8 plotted versus α
with fixed J1=0.4

Fig. 5 S Phase diagram of the 1/3 magnetization plateau

sition. According to the comparison with the result of L=4,
the second-order phase boundary is expected to have a few
percent of the finite-size correction at most, while the BKT
line still has a much larger error. In a previous paper,7) we
have succeeded to obtain the phase diagram in the absence
of magnetic field by use of the effective theory starting from
the Hubbard model. We have also applied this method to the
Ms/3 plateau problem, by which the phase diagram of Fig. 5
was qualitatively reproduced.

V. Magnetization Curves
Finally we present the magnetization curves calculated by
the DMRG for α=0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 with fixed J1=1 in Fig. 6.
Since the 1/3 plateau appears for α=1.0, the true tricritical
point should be at larger J1 than that in Fig. 5. Some precise
finite-size scaling analyses would be necessary.
The magnetization curve for α=1.5 in Fig. 6 exhibits a
cusp-like anomaly about H~ 3, which is possibly another
field-induced quantum phase transition. It would be interesting to identify it.

VI. Summary
The magnetization process of the S=1/2 three-leg spin
tube was investigated by the numerical exact diagonalization
and DMRG method. We consider the two mechanisms of the
1/3 plateau for the isosceles triangle tube and present the
phase diagram. The DMRG analysis also indicated a
cusp-like anomaly in the magnetization curve.
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